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Abstract 

Words are evolved and use for expression of man’s inner feelings. Any language-spoken or written by human 
beings, use many words in sentences of language to expresses his feelings and emotions through sentences. To 
supplement our own mother tongue, we borrow such words from other languages. Odisha, which is a state in the 
eastern part of India, has more than 33 million people speaking and writing this language. The culture and 
knowledge stored in many forms through Odia language text has a rich heritage. Odia is the mother language of the 
majority of the people of Odisha at present and also in the past. Various text forms such as reviews, news, and blogs 
are natural language processing task that mine information from opinion mining, and classify them on the basis of 
their polarity as positive, negative or neutral. The last few years, enormous increase has been seen in Odia language 
on the Web. This proposal gives an overview of the work that has been done in Odia language. The present work is 
a beginning to a higher goal of mining opinions or sentiments of people. The various phases of Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) included here are Lexical, Morphological and Syntactic-Semantic stages, to generate the Root 
word, Part of Speech, Suffix and Synonym of words in Odia text. 
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1.Introduction 

For Natural Language processing researchers, Opinion Mining is a recent area of interest. Opinions are subjective 
statements that reflect sentiments or perceptions about the entities and events. The use of machine learning 
techniques and data mining algorithms has taken a great role in the text classification and translation processes. The 
social media, blogs, forums, e-commerce web sites, etc. encourages citizens to share their opinion, emotions and 
feelings publically. It is an extension of data mining which utilizes natural language processing techniques to extract 
people’s opinion from World Wide Web. The Opinion mining system analyze each text and see which part contain 
opinionated word, which is being opinionated and who has written the opinion. Sentiment analysis analyzes each 
opinionated word or phrase and determines its sentiment polarity orientation, whether it is positive or negative or 
neutral. It gives the summarized opinion of a writer or speaker. Sentient analysis can be done at word level, sentence 
level and document level. Opinion mining is a type of text mining which classify the text into several classes. 
Sentiment analysis which also known as Opinion mining use some algorithm techniques to categorize the user 
opinions into positive, negative and neutral classes .This categorization of text is called polarity of text. Opinion 
mining is to determine the attitude of a speaker or a writer with respect to the same topic or the overall contextual 
polarity (negativity or positivity) of a document. So in other words it can say that Opinion mining is to find out what 
other people think about a particular text, that text may be an odia text or any other language. The main objective of 
Sentiment analysis is classification of sentiment. It classifies the given text into three levels such as Document level, 
sentence level, and entity/aspect level. 

1.1. Data mining: 

Data mining is the process of extracting knowledge or predicting previously unknown and useful trends from 
large quantities of data by using the knowledge of multidisciplinary fields such as statistics, mode identify, artificial 
intelligence, machine learning, database and so on. We have been collecting tremendous amounts of information. 
Initially, with the advent of computers and means for mass digital storage, we started collecting and storing all sorts 
of data, counting on the power of computers to help sort through this amalgam of information [6]. Data Mining, also 
popularly known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), refers to the nontrivial extraction of implicit, 
previously unknown and potentially useful information from data in databases [7].  

1.2. Opinion mining: 

Opinions are very important in the life of human beings. These Opinions helped the humans to carry out the 
decisions. Opinion Mining is a recent area of interest for Natural Language (NLP) researchers. Opinion mining 
(OM) is a recent discipline at the crossroads of information Extraction and computational linguistics which is 
concerned not with the topic a document is about, but with the opinion it expresses. We always get bothered during 
any decision making that what other people think. Searching for opinion poll is always a good alternative to take 
own decision. Generally people look forward among their acquainted circle for others views regarding any particular 
topic or matter [6]. Opinion mining can be viewed as a kind of processing of natural language for tracking the 
attitudes, feelings or appraisal of the public about particular topic, product or services. All information available in 
web is of two types: facts and opinions [3]. Sentiment analysis in a multilingual world remains a challenging 
problem, because developing language-specific sentiment lexicons is an extremely resource intensive Process. Such 
lexicons remain a scarce resource for most languages. Opinion mining is a type of text mining which classify the 
text into several classes. Sentiment analysis which also known as Opinion mining use some algorithm techniques to 
categorize the user opinions into positive, negative and neutral classes .This categorization of text is called polarity 
of text. The main objective of Sentiment analysis is classification of sentiment. It classifies the given text into three 
levels. 
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